Strategies for
Hospitality Recovery
Spotlight on Latin America

Overview
There are signs of good news emerging for the hospitality industry in Latin America. Executives in markets such as Mexico
report a healthy start to 2021, suggesting a renewed period of
tourism growth.

“We’ve seen very fast recovery,” said
Eduardo Segura, managing director
of The Cape, a Thompson Hotel, in Los
Cabos, Mexico. “If we compare this point
in 2021, I would say we’re better off than
the 2019 results.”
With its close ties to other recovering economies in North
America, Latin American hotel executives and travelers
shared a relatively optimistic picture as their region looks for
ways to innovate its hospitality offerings in the near future.
Here are some key highlights from Latin American hotel executives and guests from this year’s Skift and Oracle research.
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Non-room revenue opportunities
The business environment of 2020 created new momentum among hotel
executives to rethink their notions of profitability and seek new sources
of revenue diversification. As hotels looked for ways to make up lost room
revenue during the pandemic, many discovered an emerging strategy
focused on exploring new ways to monetize and market existing hotel
products and services.
On the topic of non-room revenue, 90 percent of Latin American hotel
executives agreed or strongly agreed in its potential — 14 percentage
points higher than respondents worldwide. Additionally, businesses in
this region have been focusing on exploring these new potentials, more
so than their global counterparts.

“Since 2020, our hospitality business has been exploring
new opportunities to grow non-room revenue to supplement
business from unsold rooms.”
- Latin America Hotel Executives

55%

Strongly agree

35%

Somewhat agree
Neither agree or
disagree
Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

4%
2%
4%
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Executives in the region also believed that non-room revenue would make
up a higher share of their profits in the next five years, with 42 percent
expecting it to account for as much as 50 percent of revenue (eight percentage points higher than the global average).
Hotel leaders also reported having already explored sales of certain types
of non-room offerings at rates that were significantly higher than their
global peers, including takeout food (64 percent versus 57 percent globally), and package deals (75 percent versus 65 percent globally).
The enthusiasm to expand non-room offerings appears to be backed up
by strong traveler demand as well. Sixty percent of Latin American travelers say they are open to upgrades or special offers at the time of check-in,
compared with just 49 percent of respondents worldwide.
One potential area of non-room opportunity
mentioned by Latin American hotel executives is in-room dining. “The only big change I
would probably say in our three-meal restaurant is that a lot of people would, instead of
going down to the restaurant, ask for in-room
dining,” said Segura. “This is huge because
it’s about 30 percent more than what we
had in the past.”

Short-term rentals
As the hospitality industry navigates out of the pandemic, they’ll also
need to look for opportunities to differentiate themselves from competitive threats like short-term rentals. With the growth of short-term rental
demand in 2020, the urgency of a response has increased considerably.
In Latin America, the region’s travelers expressed significant interest in
short-term rental products over the past year – with 81 percent of respondents mentioning they had stayed in one versus 60 percent globally.
Which factors are more likely to draw consumers towards short-term rentals instead of booking a hotel room? Sixty-two percent of guests in the
region highlighted privacy as a key incentive; six percentage points higher
than the global average. The ability to social distance more effectively at
short-term rentals was also a draw. Sixty-seven percent cited it as a benefit — significantly higher than the global average of 43 percent.
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Nonetheless, certain aspects remain in the favor of hotels, especially
around events and food and beverage offerings. Consumers in the region
indicated they would likely choose a hotel over a short-term rental based
on the availability of on-site restaurants, with 66 percent preferring the
access to a hotel restaurant as a key perk (ten percentage points higher than the global average). Additionally, 58 percent of Latin American
guests said that live events tend to draw them towards hotels over shortterm rentals — 18 percentage points higher than the global response.
Sustaining and highlighting such offerings could help court business from
new and existing clientele.

Which of the following types of amenities do you think are
better at a hotel, and which do you think are better at a short
term rental?
- Latin America Consumers
Be�er at short
term rentals

About the same at
rentals and hotels

Be�er at hotels

Access to a restaurant

8%

26%

66%

Access to live events and activities

11%

27%

58%

Recommendations things to see and do

14%

32%

52%

Access to a pool

15%

33%

51%

Space to socialize and hang out

22%

34%

42%

Unique interior design, art and architecture

18%

38%

42%

Convenient location

18%

44%

37%

Safety and cleanliness protocols

17%

47%

36%

Larger square footage/more rooms

40%

31%

28%

Access to a space with a kitchen where I can cook

63%

24%

10%

Interestingly, Latin American consumers also chose hotels based
on a perception of superior customer service more so than in other regions of the world. Sixty-one percent said they would choose
a hotel over a short-term rental based on its customer service —
17 percentage points higher than the global average.

89

%

of local executives said they plan to
develop new products and services
to compete with short-term rentals...

In response to consumer preferences highlighted above, hotels
in Latin America are evolving their offerings to blunt the impact
of short-term rentals. Eighty-nine percent of local executives
said they plan to develop new products and services to compete
with the short-term rental threat — nine percentage points above
their global peers.
Another factor to consider in Latin America with short-term
rentals is the growing popularity and availability of private villa
inventory at hotel resort properties. Interest in these private villas
could provide another strategy for hotels in the region to compete
more effectively with short-term options.
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Technology upgrades
For hotels, the pandemic reinforced the importance of using downtime
in 2020 to revitalize their technology systems, prepare for new consumer
expectations, and upgrade their business for the future.
This interest in technology investment also extended to Latin America.
Executives in the region expressed a big appetite for technology upgrades
moving forward.
Eighty-nine percent of Latin American hotel executives said the pandemic accelerated their adoption of hotel technology (compared to 76
percent globally). And 89 percent also mentioned they were exploring
cloud solutions specifically (versus 72 percent worldwide) as a potential
technology upgrade.
Interest in marketing and advertising
software ranked especially highly with
hotels in this region: 83 percent have
already upgraded, or are considering
upgrading, their campaign systems
and delivery — 16 percentage points
higher than global peers. Sixty-four
percent also said they had upgraded,
or were considering upgrading, their
software for revenue management (19
percentage points higher
than globally).
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The upgrade trend was also evident with point-of-sale (POS) devices,
with 82 percent of the region’s executives considering upgrading, or
having already upgraded, their POS devices (25 percentage points higher
than the global average).
The renewed interest in technology investment appears to be well
matched with consumer demand, as a growing number of Latin American travelers reported a desire for more contactless and message-based
communications as part of their future hotel experience.

“The Covid-19 pandemic accelerated our adoption of
new technology at our hospitality business.”
- Latin America Hotel Executives
Strongly agree

70%

Somewhat agree

19%

Neither agree or
disagree

11%

Operational changes
The previous sections describe hotel strategies for boosting revenue,
repositioning against short-term rentals, and investing in technology.
But for hotels to implement these strategies, they will also need to take a
closer look at how to run their properties most efficiently and profitably.
That’s why many hotels used 2020 and the early months of 2021 to focus
on streamlining their business operations to prepare for recovery.
In Latin America, new distribution strategies to sell room inventory are
front of mind, with 70 percent of Latin America executives reporting they
were working on creating new product bundles and packages to attract
clientele — thirteen percentage points higher than the global average.

How will you adjust your company’s distribution strategy
to sell new non-room revenue products and services?
- Latin America Hotel Executives
Create new product
packages, bundles, or
subscriptions

70%

Adopt new revenue
management strategies

65%

Sell them using new
channels or partners

43%

Integrate with loyalty
program

35%

No change to
distribution plans

14%

This dovetails with the fact that hotels are focusing more on targeting new
clientele (64 percent compared with 54 percent globally). It’s a move that
may prove essential, as early signs suggest business and group travel will
likely take longer to recover than the leisure market.

To learn more about how hotels are evolving their recovery strategies in
2021 and beyond, make sure to download the full Skift and Oracle report.
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